Workshop Call for Proposals
IMS2022, Denver, CO

Important dates:
Preliminary proposals due 30 July 2021 – strongly encouraged
Final proposals due 17 September 2021 – hard deadline
Workshop dates: 19 June 2022 (Sunday) and 20 June 2022 (Monday)

Preliminary proposals: With the goal of having fewer well-attended workshops, we ask potential organizers to submit a short proposal with a title, abstract and preliminary list of speakers. Although recommended, there is no need to contact speakers at this point. A preliminary proposal template can be found [here](#). Please fill it in and email to the Co-Chairs with “IMS2022 Workshop Preliminary Proposal” in the subject line. Only submit preliminary proposals if you are committed to submitting a Final Workshop Proposal. Organizers will be contacted by email with feedback by 16 August 2021.

Final proposals: Final proposals should be prepared using the template that will be provided and submitted through the link which will be provided on www.ims-ieee.org. A notification of acceptance will be sent on 12 November 2021 to the submitting organizer. Slides and speaker notes in specified format will be due by 6 April 2022.

Workshops
Half day workshops are expected to have 4-5 speakers and full day workshops 8-10 speakers, with lunch break and morning/afternoon breaks. Workshops tend to be more successful and better attended if the organizers include interactive elements.

Workshop Co-Chairs:
Zoya Popovic ([zoya@colorado.edu](mailto:zoya@colorado.edu)), Michael Roberg ([michael.roberg@qorvo.com](mailto:michael.roberg@qorvo.com)) and Scott Schafer ([scott.schafer@qorvo.com](mailto:scott.schafer@qorvo.com))